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1. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider the integrodifferential equation
tXx t s F t , x t , K t , s, x s ds , x 0 s 0, 1 .  .  .  .  .H /0
where K : R2 = R ª R, F: R = R2 ª R are continuous functions.q q
We assume that
< < < < < < 2F t , x , y F f t x q y q h t , t , x , y g R = R , 2 .  .  .  .  .q
< < < < 2K t , s, x F f t g s w x , t , s, x g R = R , 3 .  .  .  .  .  .q
 .where f , g, h g C R , R and w belongs to the class R of continuousq q
 .nondecreasing functions on R with w r ) 0 for r ) 0 and satisfyingq
`  ..H dsrw s s `.1
 .  .  .Under assumptions 2 and 3 we show that 1 has a solution on Rq
and we give bounds on that solution. Our discussion is based on topologi-
cal transversality arguments.
The last section is devoted to an application in the mathematical theory
of water percolation phenomena.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let X be a Banach space, S ; X be convex and O ; X be open in X.
 .We say that a compact map A: cl O ª S which is fixed point free on ­ O
 .is essential if every compact map C: cl O ª S with C s A on ­ O has a
fixed point in O.
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 .If A, B: cl O ª S are compact maps, fixed point free on ­ O, we say
 . w xthat A and B are homotopic if there is a compact map H: cl O = 0, 1
 . w xª S such that H ?, l is fixed point free on ­ O for each l g 0, 1 and
 .  .H ?, 0 s A, H ?, 1 s B. We have
w x  .TOPOLOGICAL TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 2 . Let A, C: cl O ª S be
compact homotopic maps without fixed points on ­ O. Then A is essential if
and only if C is.
In the sequel we will need the following
 .LEMMA. If u g C R , R satisfies for some k ) 0 and T ) 0,q q
st2 2u t F k q 2 f s u s u s q g t w u t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .H H 5
0 0
qh s u s ds, 4 .  .  .
 .for all 0 F t F T , where f , g, h g C R , R and w g R , thenq q
t t ty1u t F k q h s ds q f s E E k q h t dt .  .  .  .H H H  /0 0 0
s




E r s , r ) 0. . H w s q s .1
Before proceeding with the proof of the Lemma, let us note that see
w x.  .1 the function E defined above is strictly increasing on 0, ` with
 .  .lim E r s ` so that the expression on the right-hand side of 5 makesr ª`
sense for all t g R .q
Proof. Denote for 0 F t F T ,




 .  . ’Differentiating 6 and then using the fact that u t F z t yields .
tX ’ ’ ’z t F 2 z t f t z t q g t w z t dt q h t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .H  / 5
0
0 F t F T . 7 .
 .’Differentiating z t and using 7 , we get that for 0 F t F T , .
Xd z t . t’ ’ ’z t s F f t z t q g t w z t dt q h t . .  .  .  .  .  .H /  / 5dt ’2 z t 0 .
8 .
 . w xIntegrating 8 on 0, t , we obtain that for 0 F t F T ,
st t’ ’ ’z t F k q h s ds q f s z s q g t w z t dt ds. .  .  .  .  .  .H H H  / 5
0 0 0
9 .
 x t0  .  .Fix t g 0, T and let k s k q H h s ds. By 9 we have that0 0 0
st’ ’ ’z t F k q f s z s q g t w z t dt ds, .  .  .  .  .H H  /0  5
0 0
0 F t F t .0
 .Denoting by V t , 0 F t F t , the right-hand side of the previous inequal-0
ity, we find that
tX ’ ’V t s f t z t q f t g t w z t dt .  .  .  .  .  .H  /
0
t
F f t V t q f t g t w V t dt .  .  .  .  . .H
0
t
s f t V t q g t w V t dt , 0 F t F t . .  .  .  . .H 0
0
 .  . t  .   ..Let W t s V t q H g t w V t dt , 0 F t F t . By the previous inequal-0 0
ity we obtain that
W X t s V X t q g t w V t F f t W t q g t w W t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
0 F t F t ;0
thus
W X t .
F f t q g t , 0 F t F t , .  . 0W t q w W t .  . .
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and an integration yields
t
E W t y E k F f t q g t dt , 0 F t F t . .  .  .  . . H0 0
0
We deduce that
ty1W t F E E k q f t q g t dt , 0 F t F t , .  .  .  .H0 0
0
and since
V X t F f t W t , 0 F t F t , .  .  . 0
w xan integration gives that on 0, t ,0
st y1V t F k q f s E E k q f t q g t dt ds. .  .  .  .  .H H0 0 5
0 0
 .  . w x’Recall that u t F z t F V t , 0 F t F t ; thus, on 0, t , . 0 0
st y1u t F k q f s E E k q f t q g t dt ds, .  .  .  .  .H H0 0 5
0 0
and in particular
st t0 0y1u t F k q f s E E k q h s ds q f t q g t dt ds .  .  .  .  .H H H0 0  5 /0 0 0
t0s k q h s ds .H
0
st t0 0y1q f s E E k q h s ds q f t q g t dt ds. .  .  .  .H H H 5 /0 0 0
 x  .Since t g 0, T was arbitrary, this proves that 5 holds for every t in the0
w xinterval 0, T .
3. MAIN RESULT
 .  .THEOREM. Under assumptions 2 and 3 , the integrodifferential equation
 .  .1 has a solution defined on R . Moreo¨er, for any solution x t defined onq
R , we ha¨eq
t t ty1< <x t F h s ds q f s E E h s ds .  .  .  .H H H  /0 0 0
s
q f t q g t dt ds, t g R . 10 .  .  .H q5
0
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Proof. First, we shall establish a priori estimates, independent of l, for
the solutions of the family of problems
tXx t s l F t , x t , K t , s, x s ds , 0 F t F 1, .  .  .H /0 11.l .
x 0 s 0, .
w xfor l g 0, 1 .
 .  .Multiplying both sides of the equation in 11.l by x t and integrating
w xon 0, t , we obtain
st2x t s 2l x s F s, x s , K s, t , x t dt ds, 0 F t F 1, .  .  .  .H H /0 0
 .  . w xand using 2 , 3 we deduce that on 0, 1 ,
st2 2 < < < < < <x t F e q 2 f s x s x s q g t w x t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .H H 5
0 0
< <qh s x s ds, .  .
  . <  . < w x.for every e ) 0. By the Lemma with u t s x t on 0, 1 we get
t t ty1< <x t F e q h s ds q f s E E e q h s ds .  .  .  .H H H  /0 0 0
s
q f t q g t dt ds .  .H 5
0
w xfor t g 0, 1 . This holds for any e ) 0 and so, letting e ª 0, we obtain that
 . w xfor any solution of 11.l on 0, 1 , the inequality
t
< <x t F h s ds .  .H
0
st ty1q f s E E h s ds q f t q g t dt ds 12 .  .  .  .  .H H H 5 /0 0 0
w xholds for all t g 0, 1 .
5 5  <  . <4 w xLet us denote ¨ s sup ¨ t for ¨ g C 0, 1 and let X be thet gw0, 1x
 1w x  . 4 5 5 5 5 5 X 5Banach space x g C 0, 1 : x 0 s 0 with the norm x s x q x for1
x g X.
w x XDefine the linear operator L: X ª C 0, 1 by Lu s u . It is clear that L
has a bounded inverse Ly1.
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w xDenote by F : X ª C 0, 1 , 0 F l F 1, the operatorl
t
F x t s l F t , x t , K t , s, x s ds , 0 F t F 1, .  .  .Hl  /0
and set
y1 w xH x , l s L F u , u g X , l g 0, 1 . . l
This is a compact homotopy and is also fixed point free on the boundary of
O, with
t
5 5 w xO s x g X : x - 1 q M q sup F t , x , K t , s, x ds ,1 H 5 5 /0w x < <tg 0, 1 , x FM
1  . 1  . y1  1  . . sw  .  .x 4where M s H h s ds q H f s E E H h s ds q H f t q g t dt ds0 0 0 0
  .  ..  .on account of 12 and Eq. 1 . Since H ?, 0 is the zero map, it is
 .essential and so is H ?, 1 by the topological transversality theorem. In
 .  . w xparticular, H ?, 1 has a fixed point x which is a solution to 1 on 0, 1 .
Let
x s lim x t s x 1 . 13 .  .  .1
tª1
We consider the integrodifferential equation
1Xy t s F t q 1, y t q x , K t q 1, s, x s ds .  .  .H1 0
t
q K t q 1, s q 1, y s q x ds , 0 F t F 1, 14 .  .H 1 /0
with initial data
y 0 s 0. 15 .  .
 . Since the function r ª w r q 1, r g R , belongs to R if w g R seeq
w x.  .  .1 , we have that conditions similar to 2 ] 3 hold for the problem
 .  .  .14 ] 15 so that a repetition of the above method yields a solution y t of
 .  . w x14 ] 15 on 0, 1 .
 . w xWe define a continuation of x t on 0, 2 by
x t s y t y 1 q x , 1 F t F 2, .  . 1
 .  .  . w xand, by 13 ] 15 , we get that x is a solution to 1 on 0, 2 . Continuing in
 .this way we obtain a solution of 1 on R .q
 .  .  .That the estimate 10 holds for any solution x t of 1 on R followsq
by a repetition of the initial part of this proof.
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 .Remark. If we consider the integrodifferential equation 1 with initial
 .condition x 0 s x , where x g R, a proof similar to the one just made0 0
 .shows that there is a solution on R . Moreover, for any solution x t onq
R we will have thatq
t t ty1< < < < < <x t F x q h s ds q f s E E x q h s ds .  .  .  .H H H0 0  /0 0 0
s
q f t q g t dt ds, t g R . .  .H q5
0
Indeed, we can avoid the apparent difficulty caused by the fact that x0
might be different from zero by performing a transformation similar to the
one made in the last part of the proof of our theorem.
 . w xBounds on solutions of Eq. 1 were also given recently by Pachpatte 6 .
 .  .  .Conditions 2 and 3 cover more cases in view of the Remark than
w xthose considered in 6 and we also prove existence of a solution.
4. APPLICATION TO WATER PERCOLATION PHENOMENA
We apply our result to the study of a nonlinear integral equation
occurring in the mathematical theory of the infiltration of a fluid from a
cylindrical reservoir into an isotropic homogeneous porous medium. De-
 w x.scribing this phenomena in the Boussinesq model see 4 , we are led to
the one-dimensional integral equation
t2u t s L q P t y s u s ds, t g R , 16 .  .  .  .H q
0
 w x.where L ) 0 is a constant and P a known smooth function see also 3, 4 .
The unknown function u describes the height of the percolating fluid
above the horizontal impervious base, multiplied by a positive factor.
1 .Under the assumption that P g C R , R is nondecreasing we willq q
 . 1  ..show that 16 has a unique solution on R : a function u g C R , 0, `q q
 .satisfying 16 on R .q
Let us define
’P 0 x , if x G 0, .F t , x , y s y q .  0, if x - 0,
X ’P t y s x , if x G 0, .w xK t , s, x s  0, if x - 0.
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’ .In view of the Remark, since the function w defined by w r s r , for
 .r g R , belongs to the class R , we have that there is a solution x t onq
R of the integrodifferential equationq
tX ’x t s F t , x t , K t , s, x s ds , x 0 s L .  .  .  .H /0
  .  .  X .4  .  .  .take f t s 1 q P 0 q max P s , g t s h t s 1 q P 0 , t g0 F sF t
.R .q
Taking into account the way we defined F and K, we deduce from
’ .  .  . ’x 0 s L ) 0 that x t ) 0 on R and if we denote u t s x t , .q
t g R , we getq
tX X2u t u t s P 0 u t q P t y s u s ds, t g R , .  .  .  .  .  .H q
0
’ .which, in view of the relation u 0 s L , yields after an integration
t2u t s L q P t y s u s ds, t g R . .  .  .H q
0
In order to prove that there is a unique solution, assume the existence of
 .  .a second solution ¨ t , t g R , of 16 and let us denoteq
< <z t s u t y ¨ t , t g R . .  .  . q
  .4If b s sup P t , from the relation1 0 F t F1
t2 2u t y ¨ t s P t y s u s y ¨ s ds, t g R , .  .  .  .  .H q
0
we get
t’2 L z t F b z s ds, 0 F t F 1, .  .H1
0
’ ’ .  .since u t G L , ¨ t G L for t g R .q
 w x.  .A simple application of the Gronwall lemma see 7 yields z t s 0 for
w xall t g 0, 1 .
 . w xSimilarly we can show that z t s 0 on any interval 0, n with n g N
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